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680Electrolux is a leading global appliance company that has 
shaped living for the better for more than 100 years. We 
reinvent taste, care and wellbeing experiences for millions of 
people, always striving to be at the forefront of sustainability 
in society through our solutions and operations Our main 
strategic drivers are to act sustainably, create better 
experiences and always improve! 
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Donper Group is an A-share listed company in Shanghai Stock, 

also a leading company of refrigeration compressor in the 

world with more than 30 years experience in this segment. 

Donper always strive to provide the first-class refrigeration 

solutions for worldwide cold chain manufacturers.  

10 
billion RMB in sales global customers 

million products emplyees
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manufacturers.  
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DONPER GROUP COMPANY

www.donper.ir
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Huangshi City, Hubei Province

Annual Capacity:  16 million pcs

Established in 2011

30 Years' compressor R&D and manufacturing

Total Annual Capacity: 46 million pcs，Including VSC capacity: 12 million pcs 

Suqian City, Jiangsu Province

Annual Capacity: 15 million pcs

Established in 2015

Dongbei Mechnical & Electrical (Jiangsu) Co., Ltd.

Wuhu City, Anhui Province

Annual Capacity:  15 million pcs 

Establised in 2006 

Wuhu Abaur Mechnical&Electrical  Co.,Ltd.

Huangshi Donper Compressor Co.,Ltd. 
Headquater

DONPER COMPRESSOR BUSINESS

www.donper.ir
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Cooling Capacity： Low to High商用

Single-Speed
10 Platforms

Variable-Speed
6 Platforms

DC
2 Platforms

VDU                         VFA         VFJ        VFL        VFW        VBF              VK                  VNV

VC           C

Household Commercial

• Displacement Range:1.5cc~34.4cc

• Cooling Capacity Range: LBP 25W~1500W, 
MBP, HBP 400~4800W

• Suitable for 50~900L Cabinets

CommercialHousehold

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

www.donper.ir
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MARKET MAP & GLOBAL SERVICE

EUROPENORTH 
AMERICA

Staffs from the offices in 9 different countries providing fast service.

：
China Russia India Thailand   Iran Turkey Germany South Brazil Mexico

Africa

www.donper.ir


